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MD Longitudinal CD Shear
Mean Std. Var. Mean Std. Var.
CC 3036.06 110.3540 0.0363 1462.28 15.9910 0.0109
GL 3108.51 106.8150 0.0344 1481.40 18.0570 0.0122
NSSC 3072.59 92.2960 0.0300 1514.39 19.7210 0.1300
OCC 3053.74 95.2890 0.0312 1415.29 18.8650 0.0133
MD Shear CD Longitudinal
Mean Std. Var. Mean Std. Var.
CC 1496.41 25.0136 0.0167 2042.70 49.1780 0.0241
GL 1550.14 27.2685 0.0176 2045.43 55.8040 0.0273
NSSC 1559.50 26.1739 0.0168 2123.97 52.6776 0.0248
OCC 1519.06 28.5115 0.0188 1923.56 55.5876 0.0289
CC 2.77 __2.9004 _ 2.8338
GL 2.65 __2.8973 2.7674
NSSC 2.68__ 2.8456 __2.7627
OCC 2.55 2.9326 2.7288






















































































pM-No PM02 Reel No
Grade LINER 421b Date 09
Basis Weight 205.0 Time 08
60 120 180
2_23_2.94 -> 42-lb liner, Regular
465 579























Institute of Paper Science and Technology
Discussion Topics
1. Introduction

















Computed Single Fiber Creep (Hill)
Fiber Type El(dynes/cm 2)
o Acetate
o Viscose Stable Fiber
o Viscose Continuous Filament







Hemicelluloses influence tensile creep behavior
of individual pulp fibers as a function of constant
and cyclic humidity conditions.
Experimental Approach
Fiber Sample % RH
































Single Fiber Creep (20gm)
Summary
o Erying's theory of tensile creep has been shown to fit
single fiber creep data at 50% RH. The free energy is
about 299000 cal/mole
o Pulp samples have been prepared at varying levels of
hemicellulose content
o The FLERII device has been modified to continuously
moitor creep.
o Initial data shows a significant difference in extracted
holocellulose and holocellulose creep.
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TO UNDERSTAND EFFECTS OF ACOUSTIC
RADIATION PRESSURE ON FLUID
SUSPENDED FIBERS
TO UNDERSTAND MECHANISMS OF
ACOUSTIC FIBER AGGLOMERATION AND
FIBER REORIENTATION UNDER ZERO-FLOW
AND FLOW CONDITIONS
OBJECTIVES
* TO DEMONSTRATE THE CONCEPT OF
ACOUSTIC WET FIBER FLEXIBILITY
o TO INVESTIGATE PROCESS-RELATED
APPLICATIONS OF ACOUSTIC RADIATION
PRESSURE
BACKGROUND
° TRAVELING WAVE FIELD VS. STANDING
WAVE FIELD
a ACOUSTIC RADIATION PRESSURE EFFECTS
(CASE OF STANDING WAVE FIELD)
* ACOUSTIC RADIATION FORCE





















- ACOUSTIC WET FIBER FLEXIBILITY
° THEORETCAL/NUMERICAL PROGRAM
- ACOUSTIC WET FUBER FLEXIBILITY
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
o EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
- FLOW LOOP SYSTEM
- ULTRASONIC DEGASSING SYSTEM
- TRANSDUCER DRIVING SYSTEM
- OPTICAL MONITORING SYSTEM
o SYSTEM CAPABILITIES:
- CONSISTENCY UP TO 1%
- ZERO-FLOW AND LAMINAR FLOW CONDITIONS

RESONATOR ASSEMBLY
· TRANSDUCER RESONANT FREQUENCY:
150 kHz
o ACOUSTIC WAVELENGTH (in water): 1 cm
o CAVITY DIMENSIONS: 2 X 2 X10 cm 3








- STANDING WAVE FIELD (DEGASSING)
- CONSTANT LENGTH (3.2 mm)
- VARIABLE DIAMETER (5.9 pm and 10.2 tm)
- VARIABLE CONSISTENCY (0.01%, 0.1%, and 1%)
- FLOW VELOCITY (0, 2.5 cm/s and 12.5 cm/s)
- REYNOLDS NUMBER (0, 500, and 2500)
PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS
o OCC FIBERS
- TRAVELING WAVE FIELD (NO DEGASSING)
- FLOW VELOCITY (10 cm/s)
- REYNOLDS NUMBER (2000)




- STANDING WAVE FIELD CONCEPT
- TRAVELING WAVE FIELD CONCEPT





















° USE OF AN ACOUSTIC FIELD TO INDUCE
DEFLECTION OF WET FIBERS
INITIAL STEP SINGLE FIBER MOUNTED AS
A CANTILEVER BEAM
o USE OF AN IMAGING SYSTEM TO RELATE





- ACOUSTIC DEFLECTION OF FIBERS EXITING A
CAPILLARY TUBE









* INITIAL FOCUS OF ACOUSTIC WET FIBER
FLEXIBILITY
° USE OF AN ENERGY METHOD (ASSUMED-
MODE METHOD) TO STUDY THE
DEFLECTION OF A CANTILEVER BEAM
SUBJECTED TO AN EXTERNAL FORCE
(ACOUSTIC FORCE)
MATRIX FORM OF THE
LAGRANGE'S EQUATIONS OF
MOTION
mrn] )} +[k] } =
@ WHERE:
- [m] : MASS MATRIX
- [k] : STIFFNESS MATRIX
- q(t) : GENERALZED COORDINATES
- Q(t): GENERALIZED NONCONSERVATIVE FORCES
CONCLUSION
o DEMONSTRATION OF ACOUSTIC FIBER
AGGLOMERATION AT CONSISTENCIES UP
TO 1% AND AT REYNOLDS NUMBERS UP TO
FUTURE WORK
COMPLETE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP TO
PERFORM QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS
OF ACOUSTIC FIBER AGGLOMERATION AND
REORiENTATION
BEGIN ACOUSTIC WET FIBER FLEXIBILITY
EXPERIMENTS
DEVELOP A MODEL TO PREDICT FIBER
BENDING
